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Abstract: Trying virtual garments on a virtual body has become widespread in the design industry as
a result of 3D computer-aided design (CAD) system and progress in body measurement systems.
Spending less time and cost compared to traditional methods of garment design is the main benefit of
design software development. Moreover, it leads to improved garment fitting on the body which
fulfills customer desires. In the present study, a parametric graphical method was utilized to develop
a 3D virtual mannequin for the pregnancy period. The former, the 3D adaptive mannequin model was
predicted based on a woman’s weight by analyzing body morphology evolution of a pregnant woman.
The mannequin was verified by the results of another pregnant body. Then, the developed mannequin
based on weight gain during maternity was applied to design a garment block pattern. The virtual
try-on of the developed garment block pattern suggested that it was well-fitted on the 3D virtual
mannequin while two armpit darts and two elastic seams were allocated. Hence, the developed
garment block pattern will be used to make a personalized protective garment in our future work
using an electromagnetic shielding woven fabric formerly manufactured by our group.

Keywords: pregnant body morphology; 3D virtual mannequin; protective block pattern; weight gain
during pregnancy

1. Introduction

Pregnancy mannequins are commercially available and manufactured by different companies.
Although these mannequins are practical in pregnancy garment design, they are unable to show body
evolution during pregnancy. Also, these mannequins are not applicable to every individual pregnant
body due to the fact that they are manufactured based on standard sizes. Some companies have
added the options of changing the height or abdomen line of the mannequin but these options are also
limited. Thus, there is no connection between the available maternity mannequins in stock and the
real morphology of pregnant women. In fact, there are not sufficient mannequins of pregnant women
to help the designer to design fitted garments for the pregnancy period. Therefore, it is essential to
make an appropriate mannequin for the maternity period in order to design a well-fitted garment for
a pregnant woman. The designed garment will be used to produce a comfortable electromagnetic
shielding garment for a pregnant woman in our future work. The protective garment has to be
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well-fitted on the pregnant body in order to attain desired protection against radiation for both mother
and fetus.

Therefore, in the present study, a 3D virtual mannequin model for pregnant women has been
developed. Also, the developed 3D virtual mannequin has been applied to design a garment
block pattern for pregnant women that will be used to generate a real personalized electromagnetic
shielding pregnancy garment in our further work. It should be taken into consideration that the
garment block pattern was designed using a shielding fabric formerly manufactured by our group
while the shielding level was reasonable for personal protection against electromagnetic waves
(shielding effectiveness ≥ 10 dB) [1].

2. Literature Review

Anthropometry information was applied in the design process to declare ergonomics and provide
appropriate products for consumers [2]. The apparel and clothing industry has been traditionally using
two-dimensional patterns to make sample garments that are fitted on a 3D dimensional mannequin.
This process is generally time-consuming and ineffective [3,4]. In recent years, 3D design software has
led to significant improvement in garment design by overcoming the limitations of the traditional 2D
design methods [5–11]. The main idea was to launch a new concept of garment making to optimize
the time of design, final cost, comfort and fit.

Body morphology data is a fundamental key to design a fitted garment adapted to the human
body. For this reason, for example, a virtual mannequin of the human body was created based on body
morphology [5]. The body was divided into three main planes in their work and the segments of torso,
legs, and arms were modeled to make a 3D symmetrical adaptive mannequin. This mannequin was
able to be adjusted according to the beauty and subject height. Their model was appropriate to apply
in the ready-to-wear garment sectors.

Moreover, parametric mannequins have been examined based on mathematical interpolation
functions of input dimensions [12–15]. For instance, anatomical feature points of a human body were
extracted and the skeleton model was made based on those feature points [12]. Then, a parametric
wireframe with a controllable structure was created and the human model was estimated with a
sweep surface. Their proposed method was found to make human deformation really convenient for
obtaining the skeleton and parametric structure. Also, a framework for creating feature-based human
bodies according to the specified measurement dimensions was presented [13]. Since the parametric
design algorithm of his work was example-based, the exact dimensions given cannot be achieved using
this proposed method and the input of the human structure was limited to the sizing dimensions.

In addition, sizing systems used by apparel companies have been updated considering the
variety of human morphologies. For instance, an intelligent system for virtual try-on was defined
by body-scanning data [16]. To that end, the geodesic distribution based on anthropometrics feature
points of the human torso was considered as inputs for the clustering methods. Hence, a geometrical
model linked with reverse engineering techniques was applied to devise the 3D virtual parametric
mannequins from the 3D body scanning.

Furthermore, the body morphology analysis of disabled people has been also considered by some
researchers in order to design a fashioned and comfortable garment for this group of people [17–19].
For instance, a method was introduced to create two-dimensional (2D) block patterns for physically
disabled people with scoliosis using three-dimensional (3D) virtual technology [17]. In another study,
the prototyping of garments was generated for paraplegics in a sitting position using the body scan
data [18]. The pants and blouse basic pattern designs for a standing position were constructed for the
tested person by using a construction system. They concluded that the virtual prototype of the garment
is practical in garment design for paraplegics. Moreover, 3D body scanning has been suggested by a
number of studies for external measurement of the body parts for clinical practice in order to avoid the
patient being exposed to radiation [20,21].
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Ease allowance is also one of the important features discussed in a few publications. For example,
a model of ease allowance for garments based on a 3D reverse procedure was introduced [22]. The body
morphology analysis made it possible for a garment to be virtually designed. They concluded that the
results were useful to design a customized garment on a virtual body for the ready-to-wear sector.

Also, the morphology data has been applied in garment design. For instance, a new set of
variables was defined regarding stature, crotch and leg length of body measurements and the evaluated
parameters for each joint in the body skeleton [23]. The database was created based on the measurements
to apply in shopping via the internet. The body was deformed according to the measurements and the
garments were fitted on the deformed body for tight, loose and freely float clothes around the body.
Similarly, a method for dressing virtual humans using computer-aided design (CAD) cloth data was
introduced [24]. The body was simulated based on physical geometric. The geometric pre-positioning
procedure placed several pieces of clothing automatically around the human body. It was said that the
final fitting can be undertaken efficiently by a physically-based cloth simulation.

In addition, all research works confirm that there is an evident change in the physical appearance
of a woman’s body during the maternity period. According to the fact that a woman’s body undergoes
significant changes during nine months of pregnancy, characterization of these changes has been
analyzed by a few publications [25–27]. New clothing design for women during pregnancy was
proposed [28]. Clothing patterns were prepared in accordance with physical comfort for a pregnant
woman. It was said that four types of changes i.e., shape, dimensions, weight, and body posture have
an influence on the pattern design. A connection was established between the woman’s size before
pregnancy and during the last month of pregnancy. The limitation is that body evolution was not taken
into account during the pregnancy period since the focus was just on the last month of pregnancy.
In another study, the critical design aspects of maternity support garments were reviewed [29]. It was
believed that the improvement of pregnancy garments for the modern plus-size patterns should be a
response to the growing obesity as well as beauty standards.

Furthermore, one study was conducted by Sohn and Bye to create an adaptive model based on
real data for the pregnancy period [30]. They have made a virtual mannequin based on body scan data
to apply in garment design. They tried to virtually fit a pattern on a pregnant body considering that
good fit requires a proportional balance between body and garment pattern. They suggested that the
patterns changed with respect to the body changes during pregnancy although they have not increased
consistently. The main drawback of their work was that the sleeveless sheath dress was not closely
fitted to the body in the abdomen to the hip area. Furthermore, the lower body shape of late pregnant
women in the Shanghai area of China was investigated [31]. The data of different pregnant women
have been collected and analyzed. The pregnant women with different body changes were categorized
and it was concluded that this data would be practical for the pattern design of maternity dresses and
industries involved.

A comfortable garment had to be designed for the maternity period with the potential of shielding
electromagnetic radiation as this was the ultimate goal of our research. It is noted that the analysis of
body morphology during pregnancy is a critical key for garment design since the body experiences
enormous changes during pregnancy. Therefore, a new model using weight changes during pregnancy
was introduced given that there are not satisfactory mannequins of pregnant women to apply in the
apparel and garment design industry. The former, a virtual adaptive mannequin had to be developed
for the pregnancy period. The latter, the proposed method for mannequin prediction, had to be verified
for the whole pregnancy length of all pregnant women. This mannequin was applied to virtually design
a well-fitted garment block pattern for a pregnant mannequin. This designed garment will be applied
to make an electromagnetic shield garment for a pregnant woman in our future work. The designed
shield garment has to be fitted on the pregnant body for different trimesters of pregnancy in order to
achieve desired protection against electromagnetic waves for both mother and fetus during pregnancy.

In should be mentioned that the synergy of carbon fillers (multiwall carbon nanotube and carbon
black) inside the polymer matrix (PA6, 6) has been applied in our previous study to develop a new
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hybrid conductive yarn for wearable shielding application. The produced yarn was used to manufacture
a compact two-ply woven fabric with hybrid conductive yarn as stuffer wefts while the shielding
effectiveness of the manufactured fabric was reasonable (shielding effectiveness ≥ 10 [dB]) [1,32].
Therefore, the designed garment block pattern will be applied to make a real personalized pregnancy
garment using the manufactured compact two-ply woven fabric with hybrid conductive yarn as stuffer
wefts in our further work.

3. Materials and Methods

A general methodology framework of a garment block pattern generating for pregnant women
was proposed in the present study which is depicted in Figure 1.
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3.1. Three-Dimensional (3D) Virtual Mannequin for Pregnant Women

3.1.1. Data Collection

The pregnancy period is divided into three trimesters which each one includes three months of
pregnancy period. The data for all three trimesters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Trimester chart.

Trimester Month Week

1
1 1–4
2 5–8
3 9–13

2
4 14–17
5 18–21
6 22–26

3
7 27–30
8 31–35
9 36–40

Therefore, the body morphology of a pregnant woman (subject 1) was investigated week by
week to have a comprehensive understanding of body evolution throughout pregnancy. The body
has been scanned between the 16th and 26th weeks of pregnancy length. The pregnant woman was
scanned using 3D Scan Tecmath supplied by Human Solution Company while she was dressed only in
underwear. The subject has been asked to stand in a predefined position in the area of the accessibility
of the lasers for scanning. After that, scanner data were exported to ScanworXTM software supplied by
Human Solution and digitized by this software.

Then, the changes in body morphology were analyzed for the second trimester. It is noted that
the body scan data of this pregnant woman was accessible for this specific duration.

It should be considered that this work concentrated on torso area as the electromagnetic shield
will be applied around this area to protect both mother and fetus against the detrimental effects of
electromagnetic waves [33–35].

After that, the data acquired through the body scanner had to be transformed in order to create a
surface of the body that can be used in most CAD systems. For this purpose, the scanned body data
of each week was first imported into Geomagic Design X software to improve the body surface and
reconstruct the modified parts meanwhile scanning. Then, final surfaces were created and exported
into the CAD system fit (3D Design Concept) and were used for morphology analysis. It should be
noted that the data attained in ScanworXTM were introduced as triangular meshes to Geomagic Design
X software.

3.1.2. Analysis and Modeling of Body Evolution

All body surfaces had to be imported into the 3D Design Concept software environment to be
analyzed. Hence, the surfaces of the second trimester (16th to 26th weeks of pregnancy period) were
separately transformed into 3D Design Concept and the surfaces were cleaned. Then, all the shapes
were placed in a joint position so as to investigate body evolution. The bodies should be in the joint
position to gain a correct understanding of body evolution. So, the body of 16th weeks of pregnancy
was taken as a reference body and the legs of the scanned body for all the weeks were placed in the
same position. The initial position and new position of the second scanned body on the reference
body are depicted in Figure 2a,b. Although the position of legs seemed fine for the second body as
given in Figure 2b, the spine line position was not adequate as shown in Figure 2c,d. That can be
attributed to the fact that woman position kept on changing for each scan compared to the previous
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one. So, the spine lines had to be adjusted for all weeks according to the reference body to have the
same position for all the body shapes.
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weeks of pregnancy, (b) the body position based on the appropriate position of the legs, (c) and (d) the
position of spine lines (Subject 1).

Afterward, each body was symmetrically divided into left and right parts through the spine
line and all the spine lines were extracted to be compared. The spine lines positions were modified
according to the reference scanned body (16th week) to facilitate the analysis of body evolution. All the
spine lines positions have been adjusted considering the points under the bust, belly and waist. These
three points were chosen for spine adjustment due to the observable form of the body around them.
The spine lines position is depicted before and after adjustment in Figure 3a,b. As illustrated in
Figure 3b, the evolution of the body is clear after the spinal adjustment.
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Moreover, the formula of each cut is represented in Table 2. The curves were plotted for all the
weeks. So, each body has been cut according to its own spine line. It should be noted that this study
has focused on torso area since the final application is to protect both mother and fetus against the
detrimental effects of electromagnetic waves.

Table 2. Cutting parameters.

Parameter Formula

Height (H) 1649
Armpit 0.751 × H
Breast 0.7186 × H

Underbust 0.685 × H
Waist 0.63 × H
Belly 0.58 × H
Hip 0.51 × H

Crotch 0.458 × H

All the curves were extracted to analyze the body evolution from 16th to 26th weeks of pregnancy.
Also, these curves are necessary to define the image of clothing in the present work. The perspective
view of curves is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Curves for the 16–26th weeks of pregnancy (Subject 1).

The evolution of each curve was measured at different angles with constant intervals (15◦) to have
a comprehensive understanding of body evolution. The volume values from 16th to 26th weeks of
pregnancy period are presented in Figure 5. The increasing volume is generally linear while the rising
rate for the belly and waist was the most among all the cuts.

Then, the growth of curves for all the cuts was measured at different angles according to the spine
line as a reference. All data were sorted into an Excel file and the total rise was calculated between 16th
and 26th weeks of maternity period for all the curves (between crotch and armpit). The collected data
was applied to make an adaptive surface of torso using the linear upward from 16th to 26th weeks of
pregnancy period.
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3.1.3. Virtual Mannequin Estimation for Whole Maternity Length based on Weight Gain

It should be noted that the virtual mannequin was verified by real data obtained by the body
scanner in the previous section. However, it is required to develop the virtual mannequin for the
whole maternity period.

The idea was to make a virtual mannequin for weeks before 16th and after 26th weeks based on
weight gain during pregnancy. Thus, the relationship between weight gain and body evolution had
to be described. For this purpose, the graph of weight for the pregnant woman was characterized
throughout pregnancy. The weight of this woman was 58 kg and 73 kg before pregnancy and on
delivery day, respectively. It is noted that the maximum changes of body transpire in torso during
pregnancy [36]. Thus, applying the correlation between weight gain and torso evolution instead of
whole-body evolution remained reasonable.

Weight gain for the pregnancy period was discussed in [26,27,37–39]. The weight gain graph
for the scanned woman is shown in Figure 6. Afterward, the evolution of each curve for torso was
estimated based on weight gain values and the aforementioned curves of the second trimester. For this
aim, the slopes of the weight curve were measured for the first and third trimester of pregnancy and
the ratio between these different intervals was calculated. Then, the body evolution for these periods
was predicted and the surface of torso was created for the entire maternity period. However, the results
were not promising for both the first and third trimester since it did not show normal deformation for
the torso and it was not coherent to the actual changes of the pregnant body.
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To tackle the problem of virtual mannequin prediction associated with the discussed weight
gain graph, another proposed graph for weight gain during pregnancy (graph 2) was applied [27,40].
This graph for subject 1 is depicted in Figure 7 (solid line).Designs 2019, 3, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 16 
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Consequently, the virtual mannequin for the first and third pregnancy period was made based
on the weight gain graph proposed in Figure 7 (solid line) as well as body evolution data from the
16th to 26th weeks of pregnancy. Eventually, the virtual mannequin was created for all the maternity
period. The result of virtual mannequin estimation using the second approach appeared reasonable as
reflected in Figure 8a.
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3.1.4. Validation of the Proposed Model

Scanned data of another pregnant woman (subject 2) was collected and analyzed for the third
trimester of pregnancy. The objective was to verify the proposed model of the 3D virtual mannequin
for the pregnancy period based on weight. Figure 7 (dashed line) shows the weight gain graphs (2) for
subjects 2. It should be noted that body scanning data has been collected during the interval of 30–35th
week pregnancy i.e., the third trimester. So, a virtual mannequin for the whole pregnancy period was
made regarding weight gain and body evolution of the third trimester of pregnancy for subject 2.

Consequently, body position adjustment according to legs and spine lines were done for all the
bodies through the same process explained for subject 1. However, the body of the 30th week of
pregnancy was considered as a reference body for subject 2. The reference subject was cut toward
its height direction with the same formula represented in Table 1. Also, the other bodies were cut
according to their particular spine lines.

The volume value of subject 2 proves an increasing trend for the specific span of time. Nevertheless,
the increasing rate is lower than that shown in Figure 5 for subject 1. It was expected as the analysis
was done for a different trimester for each woman. Additionally, it is in agreement with the weight
gain graph trend provided in Figure 7.

After that, an adaptive surface of torso was made using the linear upward between the 30th and
35th weeks of pregnancy for subject 2. Consequently, the virtual mannequin for the whole pregnancy
period was created based on weight gain graph (2) and body evolution of subject 2 (Figure 8b).

3.1.5. Garment Block Pattern Development

In the following, a garment block pattern was designed for a pregnant woman (subject 2) using
the developed adaptive mannequin. The basic anthropometric feature points of the virtual mannequin
(such as shoulder tips, front neck, side waist, side belly, and side hip) were defined as displayed in
Figure 9a. These anthropometric feature points help to outline the limits of the pregnant body size.
Then, the conical principle developed by Efrat [41] was applied to determine the shape controlling
points for breast and scapular of the virtual pregnant mannequin (subject 2). Shoulder blades, the sides
of the body and the middle lines for the back and front were used to generate the triangular planes for
the front and back of the block pattern as shown in Figure 9b. Each triangle was formed by connecting
two adjacent limit points and the corresponding apex (breast points for the front and scapular points
for the back). The projections of the triangles were applied to assemble front and back bodice pattern
pieces while the adjustable ease allowance was allocated. It should be mentioned that the shape of
the breast was defined with the connection between the curves near the breast area and straight lines
distant from the breast.

In addition, a number of angular lines were applied to determine a precise curve for the armpit as
represented in Figure 10. The intersection points between the angular lines and the body were made
and the armhole curves were formed by connecting the intersection points.

Subsequently, a set of special planes was assigned in the position of waist, belly, hip, and breast,
which are important positions for garment design considering the body morphology of a pregnant
woman. The distance between the planes and the ground floor (which was considered as reference)
was adjusted until the numbers of the planes and distances were appropriate to model the body
morphology of the pregnant woman (subject 2). After that, the curves were made on the body while
adaptable ease allowance was allocated to each curve [22,42].
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Finally, the garment block pattern was modeled by triangulating and assembling different parts
illustrated in Figure 11a. It should be mentioned that there was no specific requirement for the number
and size of triangular meshes as the fabric properties would be given in the following section (virtual
try-on).

Then, the flattering operation was applied to obtain the corresponding 2D pattern for the garment
block pattern. The garment block pattern consists of eight different pieces in which four are for the
front and four are for the back. The flattened 2D pattern was exported into Modaris software for
adjustment in order to fulfill the desired properties used in the apparel industry. All the pieces were
sewn together in the Modaris environment.
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It should be taken into consideration that the body of a pregnant woman experiences enormous
changes only in the torso and as a result, the other parts of the scanned body were merged to develop a
complete mannequin for the pregnant woman.

Finally, the garment was tried on the virtual mannequin of the pregnant woman while a number
of darts were tested for different pieces of the block pattern. As a result, two armpit darts were placed
for the two upper front pieces of the pattern due to the better garment fitting on the body. In addition,
an elastic seam was employed to improve the fitting of the garment on the body. It should be noted
that there are various types of seams that have been developed to do different jobs. The most important
aspect of a well-constructed sewn seam is strength, elasticity, durability, security, and appearance.
The elastic seam was applied for the proposed block pattern since the elastic seam enables the material
to support its shape of the forces encountered for the end use of the sewn item.

In fact, the available maternity garments on the stock have initially been analyzed to obtain a
rough estimation of the suitable seam position for the best appearance and fit. Then, the trial and error
method was applied to determine the appropriate position of the seam for the developed block pattern
in the present study.

Therefore, the patterns were simulated having an elastic seam for the block pattern. It should be
taken into consideration that the pieces were modified in a 2D environment (Modaris software) to
obtain a well-fitted pregnancy block pattern and the modified pattern was simulated in a 3D virtual
environment. In a few words, the sequence of design–display–evaluation correction was performed
repeatedly until a satisfying design was attained.

The final garment block pattern and the corresponding virtual try-on result are represented in
Figure 11b–d. As can be seen, the block pattern with armpit darts suggested the appropriate fit on
the pregnant virtual mannequin (subject 2). Characteristics of the formerly manufactured fabric were
assigned to the design pieces to virtually try on the developed garment block pattern on the body.
It should be noted that the thickness of the produced fabric for electromagnetic shielding clothing in
our previous work was 3.37 mm and the areal density was 0.136 g/cm2 while the woven fabric was
made of cotton yarns and hybrid conductive yarns (consist of PA6, 6, carbon black and multiwall
carbon nanotube).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Three-Dimensional (3D) Virtual Mannequin Generation

There is a serious lack of mannequins for pregnant women in the apparel and design industry.
Hence, it was suggested to develop a 3D virtual mannequin for the pregnancy period for a particular
case. Then, the model was generalized for other pregnant women based on weight gain throughout
the pregnancy. It should be mentioned that the final purpose of our work was to develop a comfortable
garment with electromagnetic shielding effectiveness potential to protect both mother and fetus
against radiation while the present study focused on a customized 3D virtual garment design for
pregnant women.

For this purpose, the alterations of a pregnant body (subject 1) between the 16th and 26th weeks
of maternity period (second trimester) were observed. The body modification of the torso (between the
crotch and underbust) was analyzed. The collected data was applied to generate a 3D adaptive virtual
mannequin using the linear upward week-to-week for the pregnant woman (subject 1). This created
surface for torso was fitted on the virtual scanned body for all the weeks of the second trimester.

Even though the virtual mannequin was created for the second trimester of the pregnancy period,
there is still a desperate need for the entire nine months of pregnancy period to apply in the garment
design sector. It seems impossible to scan a pregnant body every week without any interruption or gap
in between. Several problems might cause gaps since each pregnant woman individually experiences
changes in her physical and mental states during pregnancy. For instance, one pregnant woman may
be advised to take an absolute rest for a duration or she is not sure the week number of pregnancy
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especially during the first weeks. As a result, the body-scanning data was not available for all the
weeks of pregnancy for subject 1.

Therefore, the possibility of mannequin development for the whole pregnancy period was
investigated using the available body scan data for the specified duration of pregnancy. It was
proposed to define a correlation between weight gain and changes in the pregnant body. This means
that the body evolution for the whole pregnancy period based on available data of body scanning and
weight gain was predicted to make a virtual mannequin for whole maternity length.

To that end, a graph of weight gain (graph 2) was used to generate a virtual mannequin for the
pregnant woman. The mannequin that was created was well-matched with the real body evolution
during the pregnancy period. It means the developed mannequin by weight gain was in good
agreement with real body shape during pregnancy.
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4.2. Validation of the Proposed Model

Scanned data of another pregnant woman (subject 2) was collected and analyzed for a different
period of pregnancy to verify the proposed model of the 3D virtual mannequin based on weight gain.

Referring to the previous argument in this study, the objective was to create a suitable mannequin
for the whole pregnancy period. The expected weight gain of a woman throughout pregnancy along
with her initial weight before pregnancy was the main data based on which mannequin was developed.
Therefore, the proposed model for mannequin creation based on weight gain had to be confirmed for
further investigations on garment design. The body scan data of another pregnant woman was applied
to estimate the 3D virtual mannequin according to her weight gain. The idea was to prove that the
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created mannequin was appropriate. The scan data collected from the third trimester of pregnancy
for the second pregnant (subject 2) although it was collected for the second trimester for the first one
(subject 1). Finally, the mannequin for the whole pregnancy length was made for the second woman
based on her weight gain during pregnancy and the result was promising.

It was suggested that the proposed model to make a 3D virtual mannequin based on weight gain
was valid for two different pregnant women. Therefore, 3D virtual mannequins can be generated
based on weight gain expectancy for each pregnant woman. Moreover, this model can be applied in
the ready-to-wear sector.

4.3. Garment Block Pattern Development

A basic garment block pattern was designed in connection with the developed virtual mannequin
for a pregnant woman (subject 2). For this purpose, firstly, the virtual mannequin developed for the
torso was merged with the scanned body of the pregnant woman (subject 2) for the 35th weeks of
pregnancy in the Geomagic Design X environment. The reason was correlated to the considerable
changes of torso during pregnancy while the evolution of the other parts of the body was negligible.
A block pattern was made in the Design Concept environment using the anthropometric feature points
and characteristic lines and curves made for the virtual mannequin. The garment block pattern was
flattened and the developed garment block pattern for the pregnant woman was virtually tried on the
virtual mannequin of the pregnant woman (subject 2). The result demonstrated that the developed
block pattern was virtually well-fitted on the developed mannequin of the pregnant woman (subject 2)
while the characteristics of the manufactured fabric for the electromagnetic shielding were given to the
pattern pieces. Thus, the proposed method can be applied to produce a fitted pregnancy garment for
electromagnetic shielding application in our further work.

5. Conclusions

This work concentrated on developing a virtual well-fitted block pattern garment for a pregnant
woman with the potential of applying in protective garment manufacturing. Therefore, the body
morphology evolution was analyzed and the adaptive mannequin surface was generated for the
specified period of pregnancy. Then, the virtual surface was verified by available scan bodies. After
that, a virtual mannequin was generated for the whole pregnancy period based on the weight gain
graph of pregnancy for the woman (subject 1). The reason is correlated to mannequin making for
pregnancy period using the available data of the women e.g., the weight and size before pregnancy
and the weight gain during pregnancy.

Next, a similar process was applied to make a virtual surface for another scanned pregnant body
(subject 2) in order to validate the proposed model. The predicted results were meaningful for the
second studied case (subject 2) as well. In fact, the mannequin produced for two different pregnant
women regarding their weight gain confirmed the accuracy of the proposed method of mannequin
estimation for the whole pregnancy period. The volume expectation was in agreement with actual
body evolution throughout pregnancy. As a result, this new approach was successful in mannequin
development according to weight gain during maternity.

After that, the developed adaptive mannequin was applied to design a virtual block pattern for the
pregnant woman (subject 2). The result of virtual try-on suggested that the garment block pattern was
well-fitted on the 3D virtual mannequin while two armpit darts and two elastic seams were assigned
to the two-upper front pieces of the pattern. It was also inferred that the developed mannequin based
on a woman’s weight before pregnancy and her weight gain expectancy during the maternity period
is essential to design a comfortable protective garment for pregnant women considering their body
deformations. Therefore, in our further work the mannequin and designed garment block pattern
developed here will be used to generate a personalized protective garment against electromagnetic
waves using the formerly manufactured shielding fabric for different trimesters of pregnancy.
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